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Best practice no.1 

Title - "Science exhibition"  the faculty of science organised science exhibition for enhancing 

knowledge and skills among the students. To make them understand the interdependent nature of 

science, technology and society. The institute initiates these platform for participation and to promote 

science culture in the society. 

 

Objectives - To provide a base to nurture science and invention of interest from the surrounding 

environment and to connect new ideas of students from materials and activities. 

 

 To explore and encourage talent and creative minds among the students and inculcate in them 

a sense of pride. 

 To develop and understanding about the role of science and technology. 

 To know how science have affected individuals ,culture and society. 

 To motivate the youths that science and technology are the tools for achieving development. 

 

Context - To meet the objectives given, the science exhibition is organised under the following 

themes - 

 

 Environmental issues 

 life science 

 alternative energy resources 

 chemistry 

 mathematics 

 botany 

 zoology and 

 biotechnology 

The Practice -  Selection of the participants - The participant shall be from graduate and post 

graduate classes for their selection the following criteria is taken - 
 

S.No. Criteria for selection of students  weightage in percentage 

1. Creative Imagination    15 

2. Scientific thought & approach   15 

3. Originality & Innovations   15 

4. Technicak skills (arts & craftsmanship)  15 

5. Economic ( Low cost/Portability/durability) 15 

6. Presentation (Demonstration and Explanation) 15 

7. Educational value for performance  10 

Screening Committee -  A college level screening committee is constituted to finalise The selection 

entries of student- Dr Vikas gulhare, Dr Preeti Soni & Mr Jitendra Yadav are the judges in the 

exhibition. 

The judges are experts from different subjects ,colleges and junior scientist from instrumentation lab. 

Display and Exhibition of models- A separate hall is arranged for displaying the models for different 

subject wise as physics ,chemistry, botany, zoology and biotechnology . 

Name of the student ,guiding teacher, name of the college and brief information about the projectis 

displayed at the project site. 
 

Time frame of the exhibition - The exhibition could be organised three months before the main 

examination in the month of December. 
 

Evidences of Success - The science exhibition was executed in a short pane of time, then to ,it was a 

great participation by 150 students of UG and PG classes. Problems Encountered -  Due to lack of 

financial support the student couldn't  prepare the model accordingly. 

Expenditure Budget is shared by teachers and students. 
 

Future plans :  In the upcoming session we have planned the science exhibition at district level also. 

 



  



  



  



Best practice no. 2 
Title - "Donation of electric tricycle", " welfare activities to support physically handicapped students 

to pursue higher education". 

 

Objectives -  As the percentage of women students from under privileged background is much lower 

due to financial constraints, financial assistance need to be provided to such students to enable them to 

complete higher education. These women can become a channel for improving the quality of life ,both 

at home and outside. By encouraging and promoting education of women they can be empowered for 

a better future. 

 

The Context -Majority of students ,specially girls are from socio - economically challenged segments 

of the society. Personal interactions with students and analysis of the drop out ratio has resulted that 

the financial problem prevent them from completing higher education and lead them to drop out 

midway ,through the course. It was observed that supporting them with financial assistance would 

help them to pursue higher education. 

Hence, it was decided to generate funds to provide financial help, besides the basic necessity students 

also need a convence facility, specially a physically challenged women ,so to meet the need a number 

of donations have been collected by our College. 

 

The practice - The institute believes in inclusive education and strives hard to raise funds from 

faculties ,aluminies and well known stakeholders from the society. The college has set up a Corpus of 

rupees 10 lakhs and arranged and electric tricycle for a physically challenged student ms. Sita 

mandley of class MA first semester (economics). These student has been facing a lot of trouble to 

attend the college because her both the legs are incapable /so she faces a lot to travel from home to 

college and decided not to continue her PG studies but ,after her problem came in notice the staff 

members of our college tride hard to arrange the sum for buying electric tricycle but ,as we know a 

good deed always ends in a good will and we totally succeeded in donating of electric tricycle to the 

needy student. 

 

Evidence of Success - The beneficiary miss Sita was filled with emotions when she was presented 

with the electric tricycle. 

Her father Thanked a lot to the college family for donating her girl child convayance, so she can 

pursue  higher education. 

 

Problems Encountered - Raising funds to sustain the program is  so difficult for a Government 

Institute. The trust works very hard in raising resources. Great efficient man power to work on a 

voluntary basis is another challenge. taking help of other stakeholders to save on cost of electric 

tricycle. 



 

 

 


